Software architecture designers inevitably work with both architecture patterns and tactics. Architecture patterns describe the high-level structure and behavior of software systems as the solution to multiple system requirements, whereas tactics are design decisions that improve individual quality attribute concerns. Tactics that are implemented in existing architectures can have significant impact on the architecture patterns in the system. Similarly, tactics that are selected during initial architecture design significantly impact the architecture of the system to be designed: which patterns to use, and how they must be changed to accommodate the tactics. However, little is understood about how patterns and tactics interact. In this paper, we develop a model for the interaction of patterns and tactics that enables software architects to annotate architecture diagrams with information about the tactics used and their impact on the overall structure. This model is based on our in-depth analysis of the types of interactions involved, and we show several examples of how the model can be used to annotate different kinds of architecture diagrams. We illustrate the model and annotation by showing examples taken from real systems, and describe how the annotation was used in architecture reviews. Tactics and patterns are known architectural concepts; this work provides more specific and in-depth understanding of how they interact. Its other key contribution is that it explores the larger problem of understanding the relation between strategic decisions and how they need to be tailored in light of more tactical decisions. (N.B. Harrison) , paris@cs.rug.nl (P. Avgeriou).
Introduction
The architecture of a software-intensive system is the foundation upon which the system is implemented to satisfy the system requirements (note that in this paper, references to ""architecture" refer to the architecture of software-intensive systems; see IEEE, 2000) . The requirements include both functional and non-functional requirements. The non-functional requirements, or quality attribute requirements, are extremely important, and can be even more important than the more visible functional requirements (Barbacci et al., 2003) , and even drive software architecture design (O'Brien et al., 2005) . The architecture is designed by making a number of design decisions in order to influence the requirements. Two types of important design decisions are the application of architecture patterns and tactics.
Architecture patterns are common architectural structures which are well understood and documented (Buschmann et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 2000; Shaw, 1988) . Each pattern describes the high-level structure and behavior of general software systems and aims to satisfy several functional and non-functional requirements. Architecture patterns contain the major components and connectors of the system to be built. Most modern software architectures use one or more architecture patterns (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008a) . (Note that patterns exist at levels other than architecture, such as design; in this paper, references to patterns refer to architecture patterns.) Architecture patterns are chosen in response to early design decisions, including decisions about how to satisfy functional requirements, non-functional requirements (quality attributes), and physical constraints (such as physical distance between user and service provider.) Thus architecture patterns provide the major structures in which multiple design decisions are realized.
An important class of design decisions is those that concern quality attributes; such decisions are often called tactics (Bass et al., 2003) . A tactic is a design decision that aims to improve one specific design concern of a quality attribute. For example, a design concern concerning the quality attribute "security" is how to prevent attacks on the system; an associated design decision (tactic) is to authenticate users. As with patterns, the structures and behavior of the tactics may also shape the architecture, but usually at a smaller scale; this is natural as tactics concern a single quality attribute while patterns address a number. Tactics usually become part of a pattern alongside other structures. 0164 -1212/$ -see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.jss.2010.04.067
Because tactics must be realized within architecture patterns, the relationship between the two needs special study. Architecture patterns and tactics have an influence on each other as their structure and behavior need to co-exist within the architecture. This is a common case of dependencies between design decisions: former decisions constrain subsequent decisions. We need to distinguish between two cases:
• Brownfield development: in the case of evolving legacy systems the patterns are already in place and the architect may need to apply additional tactics to improve the quality attribute requirements. In this case, a tactic may require small or large changes to the patterns in order to fit in the architecture for its implementation. • Greenfield development: in the case of designing systems from scratch, an architect can first select patterns and then fit the tactics (top-down), or first select tactics and then see which patterns can incorporate them (bottom-up) or select both patterns and tactics iteratively (meet-in-the-middle). The second case is the most common as the architect usually starts making minor design choices by selecting tactics and other structures (e.g. for functional requirements and physical constraints of the system), then selects a pattern that can incorporate these choices and subsequently selects more tactics and other structures.
In both cases we need information about how the patternrelated and tactic-related decisions influence one another. The information may be used to modify the pattern, or if one has not selected an initial pattern yet, it can be used to understand the tradeoffs of selecting one pattern versus another. Specifically we need information about how much a pattern must be changed in order to implement certain tactics. Of course, this also reflects how easy or difficult it is to implement the tactics in the pattern.
In practice, for any given tactic, we may not know which parts of the pattern make it easy or difficult to implement that tactic. Furthermore, architects and developers often do not understand why a tactic is easy or difficult to implement in a given pattern. This makes it difficult to make informed choices about alternative tactics, and to assess the costs and benefits of tactics to achieve quality attributes. In short, their ability to effectively satisfy the critical quality attributes for a system is compromised.
Several sources (Cloutier, 2006; Harrison and Avgeriou, 2007a ) have documented that certain architecture patterns have benefits or liabilities for certain quality attributes. However, such descriptions are generally very high level; while they give general guidance, they do not explain the positive or negative consequences in sufficient detail to identify specific parts of the pattern that are impacted by certain quality attribute tactics, and exactly what that impact consists of. In fact, current pattern documents do not even mention tactics at all.
We have studied one quality attribute (reliability) in depth to understand the interaction of its tactics with the most well-known architecture patterns (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008b) . We found that there are many interactions, and that there are several types of interactions, varying from pattern to pattern. The interactions between patterns and tactics are indeed rich and varied.
Therefore, without detailed knowledge of the architecture patterns used and how they interact with the quality attribute tactics, an architect can easily miss important interactions. Furthermore, without an understanding of the types of interactions, an architect will not even know what to look for. In addition, one will not easily understand how and why a pattern is modified in order to satisfy a quality attribute.
In order to help architects and designers understand the intricate relations between a system's architecture design decisions and its quality attributes, we describe a model of interaction between architecture patterns and tactics. This paper describes and categorizes these interactions, shows how they apply in architectural design, and provides a way to annotate architectural diagrams so that others can easily understand where these interactions take place. By applying this model, an architect can learn the nature of the changes to a software architecture that must be made in order to implement desired quality attributes. This can lead to: -Better ability to assess whether a particular architecture pattern is appropriate for the system being designed. -Better ability to estimate the development effort requiredinstead of guessing at how a quality attribute will be implemented, one can see the architectural components that must be changed or added to implement it. That means less guesswork and fewer surprises later in development. -Ability to evaluate alternative approaches to implementing quality attributes, namely evaluating alternate tactics that accomplish the same thing. You might have considered one, but may pick a different one because it is easier to implement in the architecture. -Reuse of this knowledge through the use of known patterns and tactics. -Better understanding of the architecture; namely why certain structures were put in place or how and why the architecture patterns used were modified.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 lays groundwork by describing patterns, quality attributes, and tactics. Section 3 presents a general model of the interaction of patterns and tactics. Section 4 explores how patterns and tactics interact. Section 5 shows how to make the interaction of tactics and patterns visible in architecture documentation, through architecture diagram annotations. Section 6 contains several case studies where the annotation method has been used. Sections 7 and 8 describe related and future work.
Background: patterns, quality attributes, and tactics

Architecture patterns
Patterns are solutions to recurring problems. A software pattern describes a problem and the context of the problem, and an associated generic solution to the problem. The best known software patterns describe solutions to object-oriented design problems (Gamma et al., 1995) , but patterns have been used in many aspects of software design, coding, and development. Architecture patterns describe an abstract, high-level system structure and its associated behavior (Maranzano et al., 2005) . Architecture patterns generally dictate a particular high-level, modular system decomposition. Numerous patterns have been written for software architecture, and can be used in numerous software architecture methods (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2007b; Bosch, 2000; Jansen and Bosch, 2005; Shaw and Garlan, 1996) .
An important advantage of patterns is that the consequences of using the architecture pattern are part of the pattern. The result of applying a pattern is usually documented as "consequences" or "resulting context" and is generally labeled as positive ("benefits") or negative ("liabilities"). Many of the benefits and liabilities concern quality attributes; for example, a benefit of the Layers pattern states, "Standardized interfaces between layers usually confine the effect of code changes to the layer that is changed . . . This supports the portability of a system." A liability of the same pattern states, "A layered architecture is usually less efficient than, say, a monolithic structure of a 'sea of objects'." (Buschmann et al., 1996) However, the information is incomplete; it does not cover all the well-known quality attributes.
In addition, this information is currently inadequate. The impact of a pattern on a quality attribute is often given simply as a positive or negative impact (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008a; Cloutier, 2006) , but how that maps to a real system is not explained. In addition, architecture patterns are general solutions, thus their impact on quality attributes largely depends on how the pattern is used in the architectural design. Even more detailed elaborations of the impact, such as given in the excerpt above, currently do not explain how impact on quality attributes may be mitigated, or how the architecture can be changed to achieve the quality attribute of interest.
Quality attributes and tactics
Quality attributes are characteristics that the system has, as opposed to what the system does (Sommerville, 2007) , such as usability, maintainability, performance, and reliability. Quality attributes are not simply met or not met, but rather, satisfaction is along a scale, always viewed within the specific context of a scenario: given a system state and specific input, the output is required to extend within specific limits (Bass et al., 2003; Bachmann et al., 2005) . A particular challenge of quality attributes is that because they tend to be system-wide characteristics, systemwide approaches are needed to satisfy them; these approaches are defined at the system architecture level and not the component level.
Typically, systems have multiple important quality attributes, and decisions made to satisfy a particular quality attribute may affect another quality attribute. For example, decisions to maximize processing speed may come at the cost of additional memory needed. Therefore, architects must make tradeoff decisions: whether to implement software in a way that optimizes one quality attribute to the detriment of another. One approach for analysis of tradeoffs is given in (Bachmann et al., 2005) . The Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) is an architecture evaluation method that focuses on achievement of quality goals (Bass et al., 2003; Clements et al., 2002c) . Steps include prioritizing quality attribute scenarios, and analyzing architectural approaches. The Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) (Bass et al., 2003) builds on ATAM to include business goals and economic issues. It develops architectural strategies that correspond to quality attribute scenarios and makes tradeoffs based on their costs and benefits.
Tactics are measures taken to improve quality attributes (Bass et al., 2003) . For example, a duplication scheme to improve the reliability (nonstop operation) of the system is a tactic. Tactics impact the architecture patterns in various ways. In some cases, a tactic may be easily implemented using the same structures (and compatible behavior) as a particular architecture pattern. On the other hand, a tactic may require significant changes to structure and behavior of the pattern, or may require entirely new structures and behavior. In this case, implementation of the tactic, and future maintenance of the system, are considerably more difficult and error-prone. Tactics may be "design time," or overall approaches to design and implementation, such as "hide information" to improve modifiability, or may be "runtime tactics," which are features directed at a particular aspect of a quality attribute, such as "authenticate users" to improve security. In this paper we concern ourselves only with runtime tactics.
Because of the importance of quality attributes, it is critical that they be considered during early design; during system architecture. Indeed, we find that architects often consider them simultaneously (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2007b; Harrison et al., 2006) . However, unless the relationship between the architecture patterns and the tactics being used is well understood, architects risk making architectural decisions (either concerning which patterns to use or which tactics to use) that could be difficult to implement correctly and maintain. Unfortunately, as noted above, the information about the relationship between architecture patterns and tactics is not adequate.
Patterns and tactics
There is a close relationship between architecture patterns and tactics. Bass et al. explain that tactics are "architectural building blocks" from which architecture patterns are created; that patterns package tactics (Bass et al., 2003) . They also illustrate through example how the selection of tactics helps determine the selection of the architecture patterns used, which then leads to further selection of tactics. Thus we see that patterns, while they may be largely composed from tactics, also provide the starting point for incorporation of tactics. For example, a case study of the use of Attribute-Driven-Design (Wood, 2007) shows how the client-server pattern is selected very early, in the architecture. One of the reasons for the selection of the early structure is to help satisfy reliability requirements by providing a persistent storage service with state information. Subsequently, tactics are incorporated into the structure provided by the pattern that further satisfy reliability and availability requirements through duplication and other tactics.
As noted earlier, the selection of architecture patterns to use is taken very early. Of course, it encompasses various tactical decisions as well, but many others are yet to come. Bass et all put it nicely: ". . . in relating tactics to patterns the architect's task has only just begun when the tactics are chosen. Any design uses multiple tactics, and understanding what attributes are achieved by them, what their side effects are, and the risks of not choosing other tactics is essential to architecture design." (Bass et al., 2003, p. 126) Of course, not all software development is greenfield; it is often necessary to enhance quality attributes of existing systems. In fact, this is probably much more common than designing a new system. This means that tactics must be added to the existing architecture patterns, regardless of how difficult it is. Knowledge of the interaction of patterns and tactics helps the system maintainer understand how to implement a given tactic in a given architecture.
A model of patterns, quality attributes, and tactics
This model shows in general terms how patterns, quality attributes, and tactics are related to each other, and how they are related to the overall architecture. It provides the framework for discussion of the detailed ways that tactic implementations affect the patterns used. It also provides a foundation for the description of a method of annotating architecture diagrams in a way that shows the impact of implementing tactics on the architecture (Fig. 1) .
The model is comprised of entities associated with a system's architecture with respect to patterns and tactics; these may represent structures and behavior, as both patterns and tactics have structural and behavioral parts. We discuss each of the entities in the figure in turn. Let us begin with the architecture. An architecture consists of architecture pattern implementations in order to satisfy architectural concerns. (The architecture may also contain structures that are not part of any pattern implementation, though they do not concern this discussion.)
An architectural concern is a requirement on the system to be built, such as a feature to be implemented (IEEE, 2000; Hofmeister et al., 2005) . A special type of architectural concern is a quality attribute. Quality attributes are important architectural concerns, and can have profound impact on the overall structure of the architecture. However, quality attributes are often the difficult architectural concerns to satisfy. Whereas architectural partitions (see patterns below) often readily fit functional requirements, quality attributes are system wide, and are satisfied through measures that cut across such partitioning. Quality attribute scenarios are often used to specify requirements on quality attributes (Bass et al., 2003) .
Tactics are measures implemented to improve quality attributes. Tactics that do the same thing are grouped into categories, also called design concerns in ADD (see Wood, 2007.) These design concerns are selected following the quality attribute scenarios. For example, security can be improved by resisting attacks, detecting attacks, and recovering from attacks. These are design concerns (or categories of tactics) for security. The tactics within each category are implementations of the category. Tactics for the "resisting attacks" design concern include the following: Authenticate users, Authorize Users, Maintain Data Confidentiality, Maintain Integrity, Limit Exposure, and Limit Access.
In some cases, tactics are alternate ways of implementing a design concern. For example, a design concern for availability (often called reliability) is "Fault Detection." Two tactics for fault detection are "Ping/Echo" and "Heartbeat (dead man timer)" (Bass et al., 2003) . We note that while the model applies to both design time and runtime tactics (see Bass et al., 2003) , we have focused primarily on runtime tactics for simplicity.
The implementation of tactics improves the level of its quality attribute. For example, the tactic "authentication" improves the level of the Security quality attribute. However, tactics may also have side effects on other quality attributes. These side effects are usually negative.
The left side of the figure shows architecture patterns and their relations. An architecture pattern is a solution to an architectural problem, which is usually described as a set of architectural concerns or forces. The pattern satisfies multiple architectural concerns, but may also have side effects on other architectural concerns. A pattern may have different variants, and in fact, the variant used is often based on the tactics used (Bachmann et al., 2007) . The solution of architecture patterns consists of components and connectors between them; together, these comprise the pattern participants. The pattern participants are interrelated; they depend on each other. The pattern participants have both a structure and a behavior. The pattern provides a generic solution as a collaboration among the pattern participants. The pattern implementation is a concrete realization of a pattern, including reification of all its components and connectors.
The relationship between the pattern participants and the tactics is significant. The code used to implement tactics can reside entirely within the pattern participants, in which case the pattern remains the same. However, implementing tactics often requires changes to the pattern participants: in some cases, it is merely necessary to replicate a pattern participant. In other cases, the structure and behavior of a participant must be significantly modified, or even new structures and behaviors added which are not part of the original pattern. We describe these changes in detail in later sections.
For example, consider a simple e-commerce application, consisting of multiple web clients that access a central server. (For simplicity, we give only parts of its architecture.) Its Architecture contains Pattern Implementations of the following Architecture Patterns: Broker, Layers, and Repository. Each pattern consists of Pattern Participants, The following figure is a simplified but common diagram of such an architecture. It shows the pattern participants, but as is typical in architecture diagrams, it does not explicitly show tactics. Comments in italics describe the pattern participants and discuss tactics (Fig. 2) .
The Architectural Concerns include the features, the hardware and software platforms to be supported, security requirements, reliability requirements, etc. Of these, security and reliability are Quality Attributes.
A Design Concern used to satisfy part of the security Quality Attribute is "resist attacks" (Bass et al., 2003) , and a Tactic to implement it is "authenticate users." This tactic is often implemented by adding a Layers' Pattern Participant; namely an authentication layer above all other layers.
Interaction of patterns and tactics
As noted above, quality attributes are addressed through the implementation of tactics. The implementation of tactics is done within the architectural structure of the system, including the structures of the architecture patterns used. Because this interaction can be very important, we study it in depth in this section. In an expansion of the upper part of Fig. 1 , we see that pattern participants consist of components and connectors, and that tactics impact each in various ways, which are described below. In Fig. 3 , the boxes represent instances of components, connectors, pattern participants, or tactics. For simplicity, we have omitted other entities usually employed in Architecture Description Languages such as ports, roles, and bindings; they are out of the scope of this paper but an interesting subject of future study.
In this portion of the model, we see that quality attributes are improved through the implementation of runtime tactics. The tactics are implemented in the participants (generally the components and connectors) of the patterns used in the architecture of the system. Note that connectors should be considered first class entities (Shaw, 1996) .
We are particularly interested in the relationship between the tactics and the pattern participants. This is a key relationship, because the tactic being implemented may or may not be readily implemented, depending on what the pattern participants are, and how they depend on each other. We explore this relationship in depth below.
Patterns can impact individual tactics by making it easier or more difficult to implement them.
As described previously, quality attributes are satisfied through the implementation of tactics. Because tactics are implemented in the code, their implementation can be easier or more difficult depending on the structure and behavior of the system they are implemented in -its architecture. In fact, the structure and behavior of a tactic ranges from highly compatible with the structure and behavior of a pattern to almost completely incompatible with them. Naturally, the closer the structures match, the easier it is to implement the task in the pattern. The structure and behavior of a system are obviously intertwined, but are generally discussed and documented separately. Likewise, we will discuss the interaction of patterns' and tactics' structures, followed by a discussion of the interaction of their behaviors. We then describe the magnitude of the interactions, and end this section by showing an example of tactic data for a quality attribute and a few patterns. The example gives data chiefly about the impact of the tactics on the structure of the patterns.
Interaction of structure in patterns and tactics
We have identified several types of changes that a pattern's structure might undergo when a tactic is implemented, as shown in Table 1 . The information may be used to modify the pattern, or if one has not selected an initial pattern yet, it might be used to understand the tradeoffs of selecting one pattern versus another. The types of structure change are listed in general order of amount of impact on the structure of the pattern; that is, the earlier types generally have less impact than the later types. However, the amount of impact depends on the pattern and the tactic. In particular, modification of a component has a large range of potential impact. Each pattern/tactic pair must be individually examined to determine the impact. Magnitude of impact will be discussed after the discussion of behavior.
In addition to pattern components, the connectors between the components are affected. It is certainly the case that changes to the components may cause corresponding changes in the associated connectors' ports, interfaces, etc. The table below shows changes to components, followed by a table showing the changes to the connectors (Table 2) .
We show examples of each of the changes below. Short descriptions of the patterns and tactics used here can be found in Appendix A. Connectors added between replicated components and other components. They may be within the structure of the pattern. Add, in the pattern New connectors added within the pattern structure. Add, out of the pattern New connectors added outside the pattern structure. Modify New or modified connectors needed, probably outside the pattern structure.
1. Implemented in: Implementing the Ping/Echo reliability tactic in a Broker architecture: the Ping/Echo tactic has two major components, the component issuing the ping and keeping the time, and the components responding to the ping messages with an echo. Since the Broker component already maintains communication to all the server components, the Broker becomes the component that issues the ping. The server components simply respond to it. This requires a small change to the messaging protocol (the connector), but the change can be lessened further. The work requests to the server components can double as the ping messages, and their responses can be the echo messages. In this case, only minor changes are required in the broker component, and the other components have few if any changes. 2. Replicates: In a client-server architecture, improved performance is often needed, so the Introduce Concurrency tactic is used. It simply duplicates the server component. A connector between the servers may be added to allow the duplicated servers communicate and share load. This configuration is often used in web-based download servers that have local mirror sites. 3. Add, in the pattern: Security of a layered system can be enhanced by adding the Authentication tactic as an additional layer on top of everything. The security layer is a new component and associated connector, but it is within the structure of the Layers architecture. Changes to the other parts of the system will likely be confined to the (former) top layer of the system. 4. Add, out of the pattern: Consider a Pipes and Filters-based system that needs to add the Ping/Echo reliability tactic. Ping/Echo requires a component to manage the pinging, and to know who does not answer. However, Pipes and Filters has no possible candidate components, so one must be added. Furthermore, each filter must now respond -in good time -to the ping messages, requiring new connectors. This may mean that each filter must implement an interrupt handling mechanism. The new archi-tecture looks quite a bit different from the pure Pipes and Filters architecture. 5. Modify: Consider a Blackboard architecture. The reliability tactic Checkpoint and Rollback is to be implemented. Because the behavior of processing in a Blackboard system is somewhat emergent, it will be very difficult to define checkpoints to which one can roll back. Defining such checkpoints is counter to the very idea of a Blackboard. An alternative might be to log all inputs in order, so one could presumably reconstruct the sequence of events, but this could be cumbersome, and require significant storage. In any case, the blackboard component must undergo significant changes, though no additional component is added.
Changes to connectors would be minor or even unnecessary.
Interaction of behavior in patterns and tactics
Within behavior, one can consider the actions of the software, and the state transitions of the software. We will focus on the actions because they are more general: every state transition is accomplished by an action. Within actions, we see two notable issues:
1. Sequences of actions: Sequences of actions are often represented in message sequence diagrams, particularly for messages between different components. 2. Timing of actions: Some actions must be completed within a certain time limit. Different actions are taken if the action does not finish within its allotted time. (In some cases, such as hard real time systems, the integrity of the system is compromised if actions do not complete on time.)
We discuss each below. The change to the structure of a component implies changes or additions within the action sequence of the component that are more significant than those found in "Implemented in." It is conceivable but unlikely that any actions are added independent of the component's action sequence. (Note that the magnitude of modifications can vary widely; in some cases "Modify" is lower impact than "Add out of the pattern.)
The magnitude of the work needed depends on the situation. However, note that interfaces of the component may change, which means that the behavior of other components must change correspondingly.
Adding action sequences
Most of the behavior of architecture patterns is characterized as action sequences. For many common patterns, these sequences can be found depicted in message sequence charts (Maranzano et al., 2005) . These charts depict the essential common sequences of actions in systems using these patterns. Tactics also have behavior, namely the sequence of actions that satisfy the quality attribute concern. The behavior of tactics can change the behavior of the pattern by adding or modifying action sequences of the tactic to those of the pattern.
The following are examples:
1. Adding the security tactic "authenticate users" adds a sequence of actions at the beginning of the action sequence that initiates an interactive user session. 2. Adding the "Ping/Echo" reliability tactic adds a sequence of action that is controlled by a clock, independent of any other actions in the system. It also adds timing behavior: sending the pings is controlled by time, and the responses must come within a certain time or the tardy component is considered to be dead.
Behavior changes are associated with structural changes. Let us revisit the types of structural changes, and note the types of behavior changes that are associated with them.
They are as follows, given in general order of increasing impact (Table 3) .
Let us look at some examples:
1. Implemented in: The Ping/Echo reliability tactic can be added within the structure of the Broker pattern. The behavior of the tactic is to periodically send ping messages to selected components, and they reply. The broker's action sequence is to wait for requests from clients, and distribute the requests to appropriate servers. To implement Ping/Echo, the broker can use the clock to decide when to send ping messages, just as it sends client requests out. It must add behavior to keep track of responses. The servers must add behavior to respond to ping messages right away. 2. Replicates: Consider the Hot Spare tactic implemented in the Broker pattern. A server is replicated, and the broker controls it. The servers have no changes in their actions. Sequences of actions are added to the broker as follows: broker sends requests to two servers. It must also manage them, perhaps using Ping/Echo to determine their health. These are all additions within the broker's normal sequence of actions. 3. Add, in the pattern: consider the addition of the Authentication security tactic to the Layers pattern. An additional layer for authentication is added on top of all the other layers. It adds behavior to handle the authentication, which must come before other actions in the system. For example, requests for service must pass through the authentication layer to ensure that the requestor is authenticated, then the normal sequence of actions proceeds. 4. Another example of addition within the pattern is adding the Encryption tactic to the Pipes and Filters pattern. This is interesting to consider because there are two obvious ways encryption might be added. In the first way, all the filters might operate within a secure environment, and encryption is applied to the final product. In this case, a filter containing the encryption actions is added to the end of the Pipes and filters configuration. The behavior of the other filters is not affected. In the other case, the filters are distributed across an insecure network, and the results of one filter must be encrypted before the data is passed to another filter. In this case, each filter must add another filter for encryption after it. But like the first case, the added actions are within the sequence of actions -encryption must follow the actions of each filter. By the way, this implementation also requires that decryption be done in a filter before each filtereach filter becomes three! 5. Add, out of the pattern: Consider adding the security tactic, Intrusion Detection to the Layers pattern. Intrusion Detection runs as an independent process that monitors the open ports on a system for attempts to intrude. It is added as a component out of the pattern. Its actions are completely independent of the application. It makes it straightforward to implement. But what should it do when it detects intrusion attempts? Should it raise a warning immediately? If so, the Layers system must handle interrupts from it. Should it simply log the events? If so, the Layers system needs to have behavior added to occasionally check the log files and clean them out. In this case, the actions can be part of the Layers' normal sequence of actions. 6. Modify: Consider a Layers architecture in which the reliability tactic Passive Redundancy (warm spare) is implemented. Of course there is replication of the most of the system (all except the top layer, perhaps). Then behavior must be added to a certain layer to send updates to the warm spare. This requires more substantial action additions, because the system must determine what state information to send, and the spare system must be modified to replicate the active's state through the state messages. Although it is likely that these additions are all within the existing action sequences, the changes are significant.
Time behavior
It is important to consider not only actions but timing of actions. Obviously, the addition of any actions causes the timing of the system to change in some way. Because functionality is being added, in most cases, the timing change means that the overall processing can take longer. (Exceptions include adding parallel processing and other performance-related tactics.) The timing change is often not important. In many cases, changes in the timing of the system or component are small enough that the timing change can easily be ignored. However, if there are any critical timing constraints in any part of the system, the impact of implementing the tactic on the timing of the system must be examined. We discuss timing in detail in a later section.
The timing changes caused by the implementation of a tactic may or may not be of concern, depending on the nature of the tactic and the timing constraints of the system. Timing can be a systemwide issue -just because a component's action sequence is left unchanged by a tactic, one cannot automatically assume that the timing of that component is not compromised. If different components share the same processor, changes in the actions of one can impact the timing of the others.
Tactics impact the timing of the system in two main ways. First, the tactic may add new timing constraints to the system. Second, the tactic may change the timing of the system in a meaningful way (i.e., change the timing enough that we care.) Each of these ways can be either explicit or implicit. We explain each in more detail below.
1. Adding new timing, explicit: In this case, the tactic contains specific timing requirements in its specification. The most obvious example is the Ping/Echo reliability tactic. In this tactic, a central control component sends out sanity pings, and requires that other components respond within a certain time. Note that although the timing itself is implemented in a central component, timing requirements extend to each of the components being monitored: each component must respond within a certain time. Therefore, the time behavior of all the responding components must be examined to ensure that the timing requirements of the echo message can be met, and that the time behavior of the component itself is not compromised by servicing the ping messages. 2. Adding new timing, implicit: In this case, the tactic does not contain specific timing requirements. However, certain timing constraints can be inferred in the behavior of the tactic. For example, the Passive Redundancy (Warm Standby) reliability tactic has implicit constraints. In this tactic, a standby component receives regular state updates from the active. There is an implicit requirement that the warm standby be able to process each state update message before the next one comes. Otherwise, the state messages would either back up or would be discarded, or would force the active to wait until the standby catches up. The first two would cause loss of synchronization between the active and the standby, and the third would cause performance problems. Therefore, the standby must process state messages fast enough to keep up. 3. Changing Existing Timing, Explicit: These are tactics that explicitly change the performance of the system. In general, they add no new behavior. All the performance tactics (processing speed) intend to change the timing of the system. For example, the tactic Add Concurrency improves the timing of the system. Naturally, there are no tactics that explicitly (i.e., purposely) degrade the timing of the system. 4. Changing Existing Timing, Implicit: This case is where a tactic changes the timing of the system as a side effect; there is no intent to do so. In nearly all cases, the change is to cause processing to take longer, although in many cases, the timing change is too small to be of concern. Virtually all tactics introduce some change in timing., though most are small. An interesting example is the Voting reliability tactic. In this tactic, different components work on the same problem. Their results are compared, and a voting scheme is used in the cases where the results differ. The implicit timing change is that all the voter components must complete their tasks before further progress can be made. Thus the performance is limited by the slowest voter.
Magnitude of impact
The sections above describe the ways in which structure and behavior of the patterns are changed by the implementation of tactics. An important consideration is the size of the impact. The size of the impact -how much a pattern must change -is an indicator of the work required to implement the tactic, how error-prone the implementation might be, and how difficult it might be to see the pattern in the system at a later time. However, although one can get a general sense of the magnitude of the impact of types of changes, it can vary depending on the particular pattern and tactic. Therefore, it is necessary to examine each pattern-tactic combination.
We defined a five-point scale to describe how difficult it is to implement a particular tactic in a given pattern. It is based on the impact on the structure and behavior of the pattern. The descriptions, expanded from (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008b) , follow:
1. Good Fit (+ +): The structure of the pattern is highly compatible with the structural needs of the tactic. Most or all of the changes required are the "Implemented in" type, and the behavior of the pattern and tactic are compatible. Any structure changes ("Modify") required are very minor. For example, the Broker architecture strongly supports the Ping-Echo tactic because the broker component already communicates with other components, and is a natural controller for the ping messages. 2. Minor Changes (+): The tactic can be implemented with few changes to the structure of the pattern, which are minor and more importantly, are consistent with the pattern. Behavior changes are minor, and generally encapsulated within pattern participants (e.g., no new message sequences between participants added.) These types of changes are "Replicates" or "Add, in pattern." Structure changes ("Modify") are minor. For example, the Layers pattern supports the active redundancy tactic by replicating the layers, and adding a small distribution layer on top. Although another layer is added, it is entirely consistent with the pattern. 3. Neutral (∼): The pattern and the tactic are basically orthogonal. The tactic is implemented independently of the pattern, and receives neither help nor hindrance from it. For example, consider implementing the reliability tactic "Ping/Echo" in the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern: there is no inherent conflict between them. But MVC has no natural place for handling them either, such as an exception handling layer one might implement in the Layers pattern. Therefore, MVC neither helps nor hinders the implementation of Ping/Echo. 4. Significant Changes (−): The changes needed are more significant. They may consist of "Implemented in," "Replicates," and "Add in pattern" where behavior changes are substantial. More often, they include significant "Modify" or minor "Add out of pattern" changes. For example, the Presentation Abstraction Control manages simultaneous user sessions. Implementing a Rollback tactic would likely require significant extra code to ensure that different interfaces are synchronized. 5. Poor Fit (− −): Significant changes are required to the pattern in order to implement the tactic. These consist of significant "Modify" and/or "Add out of pattern" changes. The structure of the pattern begins to be obscured. Adding the tactic requires the addition of behavior that is different from the original behavior of the pattern. For example, introducing Ping-Echo into a Pipes and Filters pattern requires a new central controlling component, along with the capability in each filter component to respond to the ping in a timely manner.
While the above list gives an overview of the levels of magnitude of impact, a key determiner of magnitude is the number of pattern participants that must change. Clearly, as the number of participants that change increases, effort for implementation, maintenance, and understanding increase. And the opportunities for errors increase.
Most changes involve the addition of a component (namely replication or adding in or outside the pattern; see above.) Typically, this requires adding a corresponding connector, and changing an existing component that communicates with the component. Thus we see that three changes becomes a natural "break point," for impact. The same applies to the "Modify" change: a change to a component typically requires a corresponding change to its connector as well as the component it communicates with. "Implemented in" is a minor change to a single component. This gives the following table of magnitude for each type of change (Table 4) .
It is not uncommon for a tactic to involve more than one type of change; for example, add in the pattern (adding a new component and connector) and Modify (an existing component.) In such a case, one would consider the upper and lower ranges of both types of changes. In this example, add in the pattern (2 changes) has a range of ++ to +, and Modify (1 change) has a range of ++ to −. This gives a total range of ++ to −, but it is biased toward the positive end; the modification required is likely minor.
A particular consideration is the case where a tactic aligns with a previous tactical decision. Within the meta-model, two tactics would affect the same pattern participants in the same way; they have overlapping impacts. Obviously, the effort to implement the tactic is much less than if it were implemented in the pattern without the previous tactic. We can model the difficulty of the second tactic by considering that it is implemented in the architecture as it now stands -including the previously implemented tactic. This ∼ to − − could, for example, result in the impact on a pattern participant being "Implemented in" or "add, in the pattern", rather than "add, outside the pattern." Case Study 1 shows such an example. This begs the question of whether the order of tactic implementation is significant; we address this in Section 7.
It is important to note that the architecture of every system is different, and has different requirements and constraints, resulting in a unique structure. We see this reflected in the ranges given in the above table. Therefore, the impact of a tactic on an architecture could be different from our findings. As such, these findings should be taken as general guidelines. They are most useful as guides for comparisons of tactics and of patterns, and as helps for implementation.
Note that while we consider impact on development effort, there is another dimension of impact; namely that a tactic may impact other quality attributes; e.g., tactical decisions taken to improve security often have a detrimental effect on performance. Such tradeoffs must also be taken into account, and are also part of the architectural tradeoff analysis one must do (Bass et al., 2003) .
Impact data example: reliability
This example describes the impact of several common reliability tactics on one pattern, the Pipes and Filters pattern. Each paragraph begins with an assessment of the magnitude of the impact, followed by a description of the structural and behavioral issues of implementing the tactic in a Pipes and Filters architecture.
In order to be complete for reliability tactics, each common reliability tactic must be analyzed for each common architecture pattern. The analysis for one other pattern, Layers, is available in (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008b) , but there are many other common architecture patterns. In addition, other quality attributes have their own sets of common tactics.
Pipes and filters
Summary: The Pipes and Filters pattern is chiefly used for sequential actions such as processing data streams or incremental processing. Its hallmarks are performance and flexibility, but it is often also found in highly reliable systems. It has a few significant liabilities that must be overcome in such systems. To distribute the input to the different voting filters, use a pipe that has one input and multiple outputs (e.g., the Unix "tee" command.) (Add in the pattern, but the work besides using different algorithms in the different filters is very straightforward; almost trivial.) b. Active Redundancy: + +: Replicate filter components. Send the same stimuli to redundant filters. Use a pipe or a final filter to receive the results from the redundant filters. You can arrange it so you take the first one finished, which improves performance; a common goal in Pipes and Filters. (Replicate, plus add a trivial pipe or filter to handle the results, as well as a distribution pipe, as noted in Voting. As in voting, the adds here are trivial.) c. Passive Redundancy: −: Replicate the filter you are backing up. Then modify the primary filter to send occasional updates to the backup filter. The backup filter must be modified to receive the updates, rather than the normal input data. A pipe or trivial filter is needed to handle the results, just as in Active Redundancy. This can be done within the pattern, but Active Redundancy is generally a superior tactic, and it fits so well, that this pattern is not recommended with Pipes and Filters.
(Replicate, plus significant changes to the filters.) d. Spare: +: Set up a device as the spare, with the ability to run as any of the different filters. Create a new filter that handles distribution of work. It must detect when a filter does not respond to sending work (e.g., did the data write fail), and then initialize the spare as that kind of filter. (Add in the pattern, but the new filter is not trivial.) 3. Recovery -Reintroduction a. Shadow: +: In Pipes and Filters, Shadow is implemented similarly to Voting. In this case, the receiving component checks the results from the shadow against the results of the primary filter to see if they are correct. It may be necessary to communicate the state of the shadow filter back to the filter that distributes the work. Note that the shadow filter itself should need no changes. (Duplication with simple add in the pattern, plus possible small Modify to two filter components.) b. State Resynchronization: − −: The biggest problem with this tactic is filters should not have states except within processing of one piece of data. And in that case, it usually makes most sense to restart processing of that data from the beginning. If you must to implement this tactic, define states for each filter and create a mechanism to restore a filter to the proper state when it comes back up. That may require a monitoring process. (Major changes to components, plus possible add out of the pattern.) c. Rollback: − −: Check pointing is easy to do. However, once the data passes to the next filter, it is extremely hard to undo it -it is gone. If you must use it, use a monitoring process and a protocol of checkpoints to ensure the integrity of the data at the end of each filter. (Add out of the pattern, plus major changes to components.) 4. Prevention a. Removal from Service: −: Use a monitoring process to decide when to remove a filter from service. (Add out of the pattern.
Minor changes may be needed for reconfiguration.) b. Transaction: ∼: Filters work naturally on streaming data, rather than transaction-oriented data. However, the first filter in a sequence might package the data into transactions, and later filters could operate on transactions of data (A trivial example not directly related to reliability used by one of the authors in a college course is calculating bowling scores with a Pipes and Filters architecture. The first filter packages the raw data into "frames", and the second filter sums the scores of each frame.) c. Process Monitor: −: Use a monitoring process to detect when a filter fails, and reconfigure the system. (Add out of the pattern. Minor changes may be needed for reconfiguration.)
Implementing tactics in patterns
How does one use the model presented above in the implementation of a system?
There are numerous processes for architectural design (Hofmeister et al., 2005) , including some that explicitly involve architecture patterns (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2007b) . Regardless of the process, one must weigh architectural alternatives, including which patterns and tactics to use. When one is considering which patterns and/or tactics to use, one needs to know: 1. Where in an architecture under consideration would a tactic be implemented? 2. What is the magnitude of the impact of a given tactic on a given architecture? If a legacy system is under consideration, one also needs to know the implementation constraints when adding new tactics. For example, if the Passive Redundancy tactic is added in order to improve the reliability quality attribute, one needs to know the conditions and methods of data storage (including which repository architecture pattern is used -see Avgeriou and Zdun, 2005) , and where it sits in the architecture (e.g., as a layer in the Layers pattern.).
Existing architecture methods deal with making decisions about these questions (see related work section for details.) In order to help them do so, we show a method of annotating architecture diagrams with tactic information. It can be used, for example, to annotate the logical view of a 4 + 1 architecture (see (Kruchten, 1995) .) This annotation can be used to evaluate alternatives during initial architecture, and can be used to show tactic information of existing systems.
Documenting tactics in architectures
Because implementing a tactic in an architecture can significantly change the architecture patterns, it can be difficult to find the patterns in the architecture diagrams, making understanding of the system more difficult. This is particularly problematic in legacy systems, where implementing tactics is actually a form of "architecture drift" (Rosik et al., 2008) . Therefore, it is important to be able to easily reflect tactics in architecture documents, including existing ones.
Comprehensive architecture documentation presents multiple views of the architecture (IEEE, 2000; Kruchten, 1995) . A view is defined as a representation of a set of system elements and the relationships associated with them (Clements et al., 2002a) . Clements et al. describe several different generic types of views, or viewtypes, which highlight different characteristics of the architecture (Clements et al., 2002a) . Kruchten et al. also note different views of the architecture (Kruchten, 1995) . An important view of the architecture is the components and connectors view. In spite of the fact that as Clements et al. point out, no single view can fully represent an architecture, the components and connectors view is the only architecture documentation of many systems. Informal diagrams may consist of lines and boxes, where boxes usually represent some sort of components or sub-components, and the lines between them represent some relationship between components. Other architecture documentation may consist of UML, or employ ADLs or other formalisms (Allen and Garlan, 1994; Allen, 1997; Shaw et al., 1995) . However, the diagram styles vary widely; there is no standard that is universally used in architecture diagrams (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008a) .
These points lead to three requirements on a tactic documentation method:
1. In order to meet the needs of existing architectures, it should be possible to apply it to existing architecture diagrams. Furthermore, it should be clear what changes were made, and that the changes are associated with adding tactics. 2. It should be adaptable to differing amounts of formality in the existing description. Therefore, it should be semantic-free, but ideally should allow for adding semantics as desired by the user. 3. Any method of documenting tactics must be compatible with different architecture diagramming styles. 4. It must be easy to add to the diagrams. If it is difficult, it will not be used.
We propose a method of annotating architecture diagrams with tactic implementation information. It is a clear way to document the addition of tactics to architecture documents that is also easy to use, allows the architectural components to remain visible, and can annotate many different styles of diagrams. It is based on the types of changes to architecture patterns as described earlier.
There is a great deal of variation in styles of architecture diagrams. In our studies of 47 architecture diagrams (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008a) , we found that while all used boxes and lines, the meanings of the boxes and lines differed. Few explicitly used standard notations such as RUP or UML. Therefore, a key advantage of this annotation is that the annotation is not tied to any one notation. Regardless of the architecture notation style used, people can continue to use it and add the annotation to show the tactics added and changes required. This is especially true because the annotation is basically independent of the diagram semantics. One can add annotations to boxes or lines as needed. And other methods besides the circles may be used. For example, UML components can be annotated through stereotypes or notes instead. The flexibility of annotation is shown in the examples and in the case studies, which show annotations of diagrams with differing semantics and syntax.
Annotation style
The annotation method consists of two things: a list of tactics applied and circles showing the location and type of changes to the architecture for a tactic. The list of tactics consists of entries that associate an implemented tactic with the circle that show its implementation. Each entry in the tactic list consists of a unique identifier and the name of the tactic. The identifier consists an abbreviation of the quality attribute, followed by a number. The number uniquely identifies changes for that tactic. The name of the tactic is the name as shown in the examples above. Each entry in the tactic list also gives the magnitude, using the magnitude scale given earlier. An entry may also contain additional explanatory text, if desired (examples of such text can be seen in the case studies.)
A sample of quality attribute types follows. Note that there is some disagreement among experts as to the taxonomy of quality attributes. Therefore, this is a sample list only, based on quality attributes given in (International Standards Organization, 2001) (Table 5 ). This is an example of a tactic list. The names in parentheses are for the reader's convenience; architects may or may not choose to include them (Table 6 ).
The types of changes to the pattern participants follow the types described earlier; namely, implemented in, replicated, added within the pattern, added outside the pattern, and modified. Each circle contains an abbreviation for the type of change. We use the abbreviations as in Table 7 .
The circle has the tactic id at the top, and the type of change below, as Fig. 4 .
Atypical circle looks like Fig. 5 . This shows an addition to a component within the constraints of the pattern, for the tactic listed as S1. If the previous table is being used, S1 indicates the Authorization tactic for security.
The circles are placed in the diagram on the pattern participant (e.g. component, connector, message) that is changed for that tactic. The circles should be placed on all the participants that change. (If placing a circle on a pattern participant detracts from the clarity of the diagram, i.e., obscures the writing in a box, it may be placed next to the participant.) Note that for a given tactic, the type of change may vary for different participants, so the change types may vary accordingly. (That is why each circle contains a change type.) Note that where tactics result in the addition of participants, the latter are added to the diagram (as one would normally do), and annotated with a circle. This example shows the addition of the security tactic Authorization and the reliability tactic Ping/Echo to the Pipes and Filters architecture. Fig. 6 shows the Pipes and Filters architecture before the addition of the tactics. Authorization generally requires a single point of authorization, so a central authorization server is added to provide authorization (Fernandez and Ortega-Arjona, 2009 ). When a filter receives work, it first contacts the authorization server to receive permission for the work. We see that the authorization server and its connectors are added outside the pattern (abbreviation AO), while the filter components are modified (abbreviation M). The resulting architecture diagram shows authorization added (Fig. 7) .
We now add the Ping/Echo Reliability tactic to this architecture. We can take advantage of the central authorization server to also manage the ping messages, and rename it the Central Control.
Ideally, one has both the "before" and "after" diagrams; that is, Figs. 6 and 8 . However, the latest diagram should be sufficient to both identify the architectural structure and guide the implementation of the tactics.
The above example shows an annotated structure diagram, with annotations added to components and connectors. In a similar manner, annotations may be added to behavior diagrams. The same change types are used as for structure diagrams. In behavior they have similar meanings, as described previously. Where an architecture has both structure and behavior diagrams, the same tactic identifiers should be used on both diagrams, so that one can easily recognize the impact of implementing a tactic on both the structure and behavior of the architecture.
The following example shows a message sequence chart for Broker pattern (from Buschmann et al., 1996) showing the addition of the Voting tactic, used to increase reliability (Bass et al., 2003) .
In Fig. 9 , we see that the Broker component modifies its "find servers" action to find multiple servers that will participate in the voting. It adds additional "call service" messages to go to the voting servers. When messages are received, the Broker adds behavior to wait until all voters have responded, and then select the proper response. We see that the behavior of the servers and the client do not change.
For simplicity, the diagram shows only two servers.
Examples
The following examples were taken from real architecture diagrams from (Booch, 2007) . In each case, we added a tactic that would be a likely candidate for that application. These examples show how even with different architecture diagram styles, it is possible to annotate them with tactic information. We note that it is entirely possible that the tactics we chose are already implemented in the systems, but the architecture diagrams do not indicate it.
5.1.2.1. Google. This example shows the Google architecture, as described in (Brin and Page, 1998) . We see the Shared Repository pattern in the upper right corner for Fig. 10 ; it is shared by at least the Indexer and the Store Server. The Store server also serves as a Broker of sorts for it. We choose to improve performance by adding the performance tactic, Add Concurrency. To do so, we replicate the Repository component and modify the Store Server component to handle the duplication. The Indexer component may need to change in a small way to handle multiple Repository components. We see in this example that the main change happens in one pattern (Repository), and an associated change happens in another pattern (Broker.) 5.1.2.2. Ambulance. Fig. 11 is from an ambulance information system, from (Stevens et al., 1998) . The upper rectangle labeled "Statistics" is a Shared Repository. We wish to improve reliability by duplicating the repository, using the Passive Redundancy (Warm Spare) pattern. (Note: this improves the availability of the system by allowing the system to continue to operate if one of the databases is to fail; reliability of data integrity is clearly already supported Fig. 8 . Addition of Ping/Echo to Pipes and filters with Authorization. Note that we reuse the connectors between the filters and the central controller. through the archive and recover components.) This diagram is problematic because it is not clear what the large rectangles mean. Most appear to designate association, such as the lower rectangle labeled "Operator Windows," but the one we are concerned with, the Statistics rectangle, may in fact designate containment within a common database component. Furthermore, we were unable to obtain the book that contains this diagram, so further information is unavailable. Even without this information, we understand that we must duplicate the data and manage the redundant databases. Clearly, the clients of the data should not have to know about the duplicated database, so that management must happen inside the Statistics rectangle. It appears that if it was not a containment relation before, it certainly is now. We explain the tactic structure in light of the uncertainty of the diagram; for illustration purposes, we have put it in the tactic list. The notation does not specify where it should go.
Speech recognition.
The following example is of a speech recognition system, based on the Blackboard architecture pattern, from (Shaw, 1991) . The blackboard pattern consists of a central data store, called the Blackboard component, a controlling component, and several knowledge sources that are specialized for solving a particular part of the overall task.
We wish to add the reliability tactic Voting. The idea here is that speech recognition can be very difficult, and different algorithms may have different degrees of success at different times. To maximize the chances of accuracy, we implement two or more different algorithms and select the best result among them. (The best result might be obtained by taking the two outputs that are most similar, for example.)
The diagram shows several components within the Blackboard component called "levels." It is not clear whether they form a Layered architecture within the Blackboard, but it does not matter: we want to re-implement the Blackboard component as a whole. We put the tactic circle next to the Blackboard label to show this.
A voting scheme requires a Voter component to make the selection among the results. This appears to be a natural task for the Blackboard Monitor component. We see all these changes reflected in Fig. 12 . Clements et al. (2002b) note that two major purposes of architecture documentation are for education and for communication among stakeholders. Our studies given below indicate that it can be useful as a communication tool to show where tactics are to be implemented. It may also be useful in education (e.g. when new members join the team), as it shows quickly and graphically where changes to the architecture have been (or will be) made to implement tactics. In the future, we intend to study and potentially provide evidence about the educational benefits of the annotation.
Uses for the notation
A potential limitation of the utility of the notation is the complexity of systems; both the number of patterns employed and the number of tactics used. Our studies of software architectures (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008a) , show that most (31 out of 47) architectures use more than one pattern, but only 6 used more than 3 patterns. As shown in the examples and case studies, the notation is adequate for systems with 3 patterns. Of course, the number of tactics is more critical, and some systems can employ numerous tactics (Ozakaya et al., 2008) . We see in the previous figures that some tactics affect only one or two components and connectors, while other tactics have much wider impact. If many tactics with wide impact are used, the resulting architecture diagram will be very cluttered, and likely unwieldy. In such a case, one may wish to show either only the latest tactics added, or only the tactic relationships that are particularly notable. This problem is solved if the notation is supported by a tool: a designer can select to show or hide tactics at will.
A potential use is to facilitate identification of areas of compatibility or conflict among the tactics themselves. We have seen where authorization enabled Ping/Echo, and the close relationship of the tactics' implementations is reflected in Fig. 8 .
This annotation is also potentially useful in software architecture reviews. Several researchers have documented the worth of software architecture reviews, but have also noted their high cost Fig. 10 . Google architecture with "add concurrency" tactic. (Bass et al., 2006a; Abowd et al., 1997; Maranzano et al., 2005; Clements et al., 2002c) . We are exploring low-cost architecture reviews, and have annotated architecture diagrams during some reviews as an aid in discussing changes to the architecture. While the results are preliminary, the use of this annotation during architecture reviews appears to be very beneficial. The next section presents three of these case studies.
Case studies
We have validated the model and annotation further by annotating diagrams associated with architecture reviews. In some cases, the annotations were added after the review, and annotated architecture diagrams were given to the architects. In other cases, the architecture diagrams were annotated during the review, and the participants were able to easily see where to add the tactics. We describe three of the studies below.
6.1. Case study 1
Product description
We visited company "A" and studied the architecture of its flagship product. (Proprietary concerns prevent giving the real name of the company or revealing details of the product and its architecture.) Company A produces systems that perform sequential processing of certain materials. The systems consist of modules that perform specialized processing; these modules may be combined in various ways to meet the customers' needs. Each module con- sists of specialized hardware and controlling software. Although modules perform their tasks autonomously, they are coordinated by a central controlling module.
The product has several important quality attributes, and particular challenges associated with them. The three key quality attributes are performance, modifiability, and reliability. All three are critical, and it would be difficult to say which is most important.
Performance is a key attribute in that the system must process customers' materials as fast as possible -speed of processing contributes directly to the advertised capacity of the system.
In this case, modifiability means that the system may be configured in many ways depending on the customer's needs.
Reliability consists of processing the material correctly. This is very important in this product; errors cannot be tolerated. However, handling the material is inherently error-prone. Therefore, it is critical that the system have robust fault tolerance mechanisms. It is largely the responsibility of the software to implement fault tolerance.
Architecture
The physical nature of the task, coupled with the need to have flexibility in configuration and high speed processing, led the architects to a Pipes and Filters architecture. The filters consist of hardware components with their associated software. The components operate on physical materials (rather than data, as traditionally found in Pipes and Filters architectures), and pass it to the next filter in the chain. The Pipes are simply physical transfer mechanisms carrying the materials from one to component to another. Fig. 13 shows the basic architecture, without tactic information.
Tactics employed and their impact on the architecture
The Pipes and Filters pattern is a good fit for performance and modifiability (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008a) . However, it is generally not a good fit for reliability (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008b) . We found that measures to improve reliability had significant impact on the architecture.
The most significant reliability tactic employed was a form of transaction rollback to handle faults encountered during materials processing. This required the addition of a central managing component that communicates with each of the filter components. This is adding a component outside of the architecture, resulting in significant change to the architecture. New communication links must be added, and the filter components must add corresponding software.
The second reliability tactic to be implemented is the Ping-Echo tactic. This tactic addresses the potential problem of handling a filter component that crashes or otherwise becomes unavailable. Fortunately, the central manager and the associated communication links added for transaction rollback can be used to implement this tactic. Therefore, implementation of Ping-Echo is accomplished by modifying existing components. But on the filter side, the modifications are potentially significant: Ping-Echo requires that the ping-ed component respond in a timely manner. This requires that each filter implement a prioritized message handling and response scheme. This could perturb normal timely processing of materials, and must be implemented carefully. Fig. 14 shows the architecture, with annotation of the two tactics described above.
Notes on the architecture
There are two architectural considerations worthy of note. The first is that the central manager can provide other capabilities besides implementing the two tactics given here. The central manager can manage the startup and shutdown of the entire assembly line. It can also dynamically reconfigure an individual component, if necessary. It is likely that even without these two tactics, there would be a need for the central manager component, even though it significantly changes the Pipes and Filters pattern. Second, the failure of a single filter component has ramifications beyond itself. In particular, if a filter component encounters an error or fails completely, the filters that precede it must not continue sending material to it. This requires that the central manager notify controllers to stop processing material. Fortunately, the communication infrastructure is available as part of the transaction rollback tactic, so no components need be added. Details of the messages used for these purposes could be annotated in message sequence diagrams, if desired.
Note that the order of implementing the tactics appears to be irrelevant. While the Ping/Echo tactic uses the infrastructure introduced by Transaction Rollback, if Ping/Echo is implemented first, Transaction Rollback can use the infrastructure introduced by Ping/Echo.
A notable aspect of this architecture is that the tactics of Transaction Rollback and Ping/Echo were part of the initial design of the system; that is, the tactics shaped the architecture from the beginning. The tactic annotation helps illustrate the purpose of the main controller component, and can help show why this architecture deviates from the standard Pipes and Filters architecture.
6.2. Case study 2
Product description
This product is a web-based time tracking system for use by contractors to record time worked on various contracts. It allows a contractor to log in and specify the contract being worked on, and the system records the time spent. It allows the data to be summarized for the purposes of generating payments to contractors.
Because the contractors work from various locations, the system must allow remote access. However, this opens up opportunities for errors, including human errors. A key feature of the system is its handling of erroneous situations. These situations may require the ability to manually correct or update the time data.
The main quality attribute of the system is reliability. Performance (or capacity) is also worthy of note. The following aspects of quality attributes were considered:
1. Reliability (sub-area: availability): It is desirable that the system be available at all times. However, this does not appear to be a critical need: contractors simply call and report when the system is unavailable. 2. Reliability (sub-area: fault tolerance): Faults in the data can be tolerated to a certain extent in that they can be manually corrected. However, this is an area of concern, because it opens many opportunities for error and even fraud. Here are some fault tolerance scenarios that should be handled gracefully: a. The worker punches in and neglects to punch out. b. The client computer goes down after the worker punches in. c. The link between the server and the client server goes down while the worker has punched in. d. The worker punches out without punching in. e. The worker punches in from two different computers at the same time. f. The server goes down. 3. Reliability (accuracy): like fault tolerance, the ability to manually correct entries allows some inaccuracies to be tolerated, but they should be minimized. 4. Performance (capacity): The system should support at least 50 simultaneous users, although this requirement is somewhat flexible. There may be a concern with the performance of the software on the server side, but that is probably a later concern. 5. Performance (response time): Users should see reasonable response (exact response time figures were not given.)
Architecture
The architecture is dominated by the fact that the system is data-centric, and that it must allow remote use. This led to an architecture based on the Repository and Broker patterns. Remote systems employ a thin client that communicates to a central server. Processing of data on the server also led to Layers for part of the system (Fig. 15 ).
This Diagram shows three prominent patterns. The client communication is handled by the component called "Common", which is functioning as a Broker. A database (the Repository pattern) underlies the entire system. On the right, we see the main processing of the system contained in three layers. We note that the "Common" component communicates directly with the layers, thus changing or "breaking" the Layers pattern; this was done to improve response time. The change to the Layers pattern is not noted in the architecture diagram, and may be missed by future architects and developers. The next diagram will annotate that modification.
Tactics employed and their impact on the architecture
In order to improve the fault tolerance of the distributed system, the Heartbeat tactic was suggested. The thin client must send regular heartbeats to the server. Heartbeat can be implemented entirely within the Broker structures (consisting of the Broker and the thin clients) with no structural changes. In fact, heartbeat mes- sages often piggyback on other messages; this can be done in this case as well.
In order to prevent data from being corrupted, transaction rollback can be introduced. This tactic often comes as part of commercial databases, so it is implemented within the Repository pattern, with no structural changes needed.
In order to improve performance, the Broker might bypass some of the layers. This involves adding communication links outside the Layers pattern. Fig. 16 shows the architecture, with the addition of the two tactics described above.
Notes on the architecture
The architects chose to use a different type of architecture diagram than in other example in this text. Yet we see that the same annotation method can be used on different types of diagrams.
The architecture shows the addition of a component used to bypass layers to improve performance. In this case, the common component could easily be used to implement another tactic, namely the Heartbeat tactic. However, the next case study shows where the addition of a component (again, bypassing layers to improve performance) causes difficulty when adding another tactic.
6.3. Case study 3
Product description
This product is a system that supports a magazine subscription clearinghouse business. The system's purpose is to collect, store, and track information about customers and their magazine subscriptions.
Currently, customers mail orders for magazine subscriptions to the company. Clerks then enter the orders into the system. The clerks may work from home, so remote access is required.
Future enhancements may include allowing web-based ordering. At this time it is not needed, because the targeted customers are prison inmates, who have limited web access.
The following quality attributes are important to this system: 1. Reliability (accuracy and fault tolerance): The consequences of inaccurate data are serious: Customers get angry because they do not get the magazines they paid for. And it costs time and trouble to hunt down the error, even to the point of finding the original paper order and verifying it. 2. Performance (capacity): The amount of data being handled is quite large for a system of this size. There are currently around 90 thousand customers, and roughly one million orders. There are around 1000 different magazine titles. However, because each magazine can come from multiple suppliers, the real number of magazines is three to four times that number. The system must handle not only this load, but larger amounts of data as the business expands. 3. Extensibility: There are numerous important capabilities that will be needed in the future, so the system must be easily extended. 4. Security (authorization): It is important to keep the system safe from unauthorized use. In particular, data entry employees may have different privileges. 5. Performance: The system has no hard or soft real time needs, but response time should be quick.
Architecture
The quality attributes played a significant role in the shaping of the architecture. The architects selected a commercial database that provided good reliability (such as transaction rollback.) It also supported the high capacity needed for now and the future. The architects used the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern, which supports extensibility.
The controller part of the system was built using a layered framework (a commercial framework); however, it was found to have slow response time on occasion, so the architect took advantage of another commercial product to bypass layers. This is a common way of "breaking" the Layers pattern in order to improve performance. At this point in the architecture, security needs have not yet been considered. Fig. 17 shows the architecture up to this point. In this diagram, we can see the Repository, as well as the Model, View, and Controller components. We note that the views are remote, comprising the client side of the client-server pattern. We also see the component that bypasses the layers. It is reasonably clear without additional annotation.
However, authorization had not yet been added. In a layered architecture, authorization can be easily added as an initial layeradding a component within the pattern structure (minor impact.) In this case, though, there were two paths through the system from the views. Each required authentication. So a layer was added to the Controller layers (added within the pattern), and another component was added before the component that bypasses the layers. This new component is outside any of the patterns. Of particular concern is that two different components perform the same function, leading to the probability of duplicated code. 6.3.3. Tactics employed and their impact on the architecture Fig. 18 shows the complete architecture, after the authorization components were added. We have annotated the diagram with tactic information. The annotation highlights the components that have been added.
Notes on the architecture
This architecture illustrates the case where the addition of components outside the architecture patterns has a snowball effectadding the layer bypass component caused an extra authorization component to be added, with duplicated code (Note that adding a single authorization component above both components was not feasible -it ended up defeating the performance gains that the direct access component provided.) This has the potential to adversely impact system maintenance. It is not clear whether it will have any impact on extensibility, an important quality attribute for this system. However, the close relationship between maintainability and extensibility makes this architecture a cause for concern.
The architecture diagram, together with the annotation, should encourage consideration of alternative architectures. The following three alternatives might be considered:
Could the authorization be handled in the views component?
This is unlikely, since that would mean that the authorization happens on a remote client, which itself is a security vulnerability. 2. Could the authorization layer handle authorization for both the layers and the bypassing component? This appears to be a reasonable solution, but has one notable weakness. The authorization component would have to make the decision about whether to route requests through the layers or through the bypass. This would require the authorization component to have detailed application knowledge, which is well beyond its job. 3. Could the bypass be removed altogether? This is a tradeoff decision between performance and maintainability. The architects decided that the benefits of improved performance outweighed the liabilities of increased maintenance difficulty.
Lessons learned
These case studies show several benefits of annotating architecture diagrams with tactic information in this manner. We derived the participant observations through informal interviews with participants in two architecture reviews, where the architecture diagrams were annotated during the review. In addition, three architecture diagrams were annotated and emailed to the architects. In both cases, participants were asked whether they observed benefits, and if so, what. We noted the following benefits:
1. The participants observed that it clearly shows which components must be modified, and gives a high-level idea of the nature of the changes that must be made or have already been made. 2. The participants observed that it shows where tactics interact with each other. For example, the third case study shows the addition of tactics for both performance and security, where an additional authorization component was required because of the component added for performance. 3. We observed that the annotation can be used both to show the addition of tactics to existing architectures and to show tactics in the original architecture. 4. We observed that the annotation is adaptable to various styles of component and connector architecture documentation. It can annotate both the components and the connectors with the same notation. We established this by annotating different documentation styles, as shown in the examples. 5. We observed that the annotation is easy to add; we were able to annotate diagrams during the reviews. This is important, as it has been noted that effort required can hinder the amount of architecture documentation done (Jansen and Bosch, 2004).
6. We observed that the amount of documentation needed is potentially small. Where documentation of interaction of architecture patterns and tactics exists, it can be leveraged to minimize the amount of writing needed. Additional insights can be added to the tactic description list as needed to increase clarity. 7. We observed that for simple architecture diagrams, the notation is small enough that the architecture itself is not obscured. In the diagrams above, the size of the boxes representing components were rather small, but the tactic circles could still be placed so that the architecture itself was clear.
We also observed several limitations to the annotation. They include the following:
1. The notation gives information about the location and general type of changes needed to implement tactics. However, it does not necessarily give specific information about the changes. Of course, there is a tradeoff between information given and both effort and clarity of architecture diagrams. This approach attempts to maximize clarity and reduce effort; however additional documentation might be desirable, especially for large projects. 2. The notation is most effective when it can refer to detailed information about the interaction of patterns with tactics. Unfortunately, much of that information in not published. This paper shows some samples of such data, but remaining information must be written. 3. The consideration of design time tactics was out of the scope of our work. Investigation of applying the notation to design time tactics is possible future work. Bass et al. (2003) have described many important tactics, and note that patterns and tactics interact. This paper explores this relationship in depth.
Related work
Many architecture pattern descriptions include some explanation or a pattern's compatibility or incompatibility with certain quality attributes (Maranzano et al., 2005) . The interaction has been described across more patterns and quality attributes in (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2007a) , though at a very high level. The interaction is characterized in more detail in (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008a) . It has been explored in considerable detail for the well-known tactics of reliability interacting with one or two architecture patterns (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2008b) . This paper describes the types of interactions and presents a method of documenting the interactions.
Numerous methods of architecture design have been proposed; several important such methods have been generalized by Hofmeister et al. (2005) . The general model consists of three activities: Architectural analysis identifies the architecturally significant requirements (ASRs) of the system; namely those requirements that influence its architecture. The second activity is architecture synthesis, the creation of candidate architecture solutions to address the ASRs. Architecture evaluation, the third activity validates the candidate solutions against the ASRs. Our model shows how quality attributes are architecturally significant, and provides support for determining tradeoffs during synthesis and evaluation. The model explicitly supports making such decisions in patternbased architecture design (PDAP) (Harrison and Avgeriou, 2007b) , and in quality attribute-based reasoning frameworks as proposed by Bachmann et al. (2005) . The annotation method is also compatible, and can be used in architecture synthesis and evaluation.
Architecture reviews have been identified as an important way to improve the quality of the software architecture (IEEE, 2000; Maranzano et al., 2005; Bianco et al., 2007; Obbink et al., 2002) . We have found that annotating an architecture diagram can be a useful activity during an architecture review.
In ATAM and ADD (Bass et al., 2003) , the analysis of architectural tradeoffs is an important part of the architectural decision making process. In particular, one considers tradeoffs among tactics. Our analysis of the nature of impact of tactics on architecture patterns supplements tradeoff analysis: it helps architects understand and visualize where the impact of a tactic occurs, and how great this impact is likely to be. This information helps provide specific substance to be used in tradeoff analysis.
Several of these architecture methods center on various views of the system. Clements et al. (2002a) describe general viewtypes of module, component and connector, and allocation. The Siemens' 4 Views method (Hofmeister et al., 2005) has four views: conceptual, execution, module and code architecture. The Rational Unified Process 4 + 1 Views (Kruchten, 1995) centers on four views to describe the architecture: logical view, process view, implementation view, and deployment view. As shown, our annotation method is quite flexible, but is most naturally applied to Siemens' code architecture view and to the RUP logical view. It fits well within Clements' component and connector viewtype.
Numerous formal models and architecture description languages (ADLs) have been developed for expressing architecture (Allen and Garlan, 1994; Allen, 1997; Shaw et al., 1995) . They have different levels of support for modeling and representing patterns; however the most popular ADLS have components and connectors as central building blocks of architecture descriptions. As we have shown, our annotations can be applied to components and connectors in architecture diagrams. We have not proposed any extensions to text-based ADLs that provide the annotation information; however the common focus on components and connectors makes it clear that such augmentations are easily made.
Zdun (Zdun, 2007) has proposed design space analysis as a method for the selection of architecture patterns and pattern variants. Quality attribute information is a key part of the design space information. Changes to the patterns to accommodate tactic imple-mentation might result in what Zdun calls "pattern variants." Thus Zdun's work appears to be highly compatible with this work.
The IEEE 1471 standard (IEEE, 2000) describes a meta-model of software architecture that includes, among other things, multiple views of the architecture as well as the satisfaction of stakeholder concerns. Our work focuses on stakeholder concerns of quality attributes, and shows how views of the architecture (particularly component and connector-based views) can be annotated with such information. Thus it is compatible with this meta-model.
An important area of research is the interaction of multiple tactics. Nearly every non-trivial system implements multiple tactics, and they might not be independent of each other. We have seen in Fig. 8 how a tactic can be implemented to take advantage of a previously implemented tactic. Thus it appears that the order of implementing tactics is significant. The Architecture-Driven Design (ADD) method (Bass et al., 2003) acknowledges this. Bass et al. build on this to show how patterns and tactics show rationale and design changes over time (Bass et al., 2006b) . This work captures ordering of tactic implementation. One could also capture a history of architecture snapshots, showing the addition of snapshots over time.
Future work
There are several areas that require further research. These include the following.
Our studies have shown that architects consider the annotation of architecture diagrams with tactic implementation information useful. But longer term, how is it used? How useful is it for maintainers who are learning the system architecture? This is an area for long-term study.
We have used the interaction information to help identify issues during architecture reviews (as noted in the case studies), and have begun using the annotations in the reviews as well. We expect to use them further in order to better understand their benefits as well as limitations in architecture reviews. It may also be beneficial to tie the tactics' implementations to the risk themes of architecture reviews as described by Bass et al. (2006a) .
The interaction of multiple tactics as well as tactics on multiple patterns should have additional study. We are considering how the magnitude of the impact of tactics changes when considered in the context of multiple patterns.
Another issue of multiple tactics is how the annotation method scales. At what point does the annotation become less useful because it clutters the architecture diagram? While we have found it scales up through six tactics, we do not know how it scales to very large systems.
We have concentrated on the run time tactics as described in (Bass et al., 2003) . We find that the other tactics they describe, design time tactics, tend to cut across all design partitions, and are implemented implicitly in the code. Therefore, they are not as good a fit for the model as are the run time tactics, nor do they have as well-defined effects on patterns. The model and the design time tactics should be studied in more detail to determine how the design time tactics can be represented in the model and annotation. Besides refinement of the model and annotation, it will lead to greater insights about the nature of design time tactics versus run time tactics.
Conclusions
It has long been known that architecture patterns and quality attributes are not independent, but have significant interaction with each other. We have found that this relationship is very rich, and involves the implementation of quality attributes through tactics.
The interaction among patterns and (runtime) tactics falls into several general categories, based on the type of changes needed to the pattern in order to implement the tactic. The amount of work required to implement a tactic in an architecture that uses a pattern depends on the type of change, as well as the volume of change needed. However, details of these interactions are different for each pattern/tactic pair, and must be investigated and documented.
The interaction of tactics and patterns can easily be shown in architecture diagrams using a simple method of annotation. This annotation method is adaptable to many different types of architecture diagrams and documentation. We have shown its use in various types of structural and behavioral architecture diagrams. We have used it to annotate several real architecture diagrams, both during and after architecture reviews. It has shown itself to be useful for illustrating the changes required.
Appendix A.
Tables A1 and A2 are short descriptions of some patterns and tactics used in this paper.
Table A1
Common architecture patterns (From Avgeriou and Zdun, 2005) .
Pattern Description
Client-server There are two kinds of components, clients and servers. The client requests information or services from a server. Clients are optimized for their application task, whereas servers are optimized for serving multiple clients. Broker
The broker hides and mediates all communication between clients and servers in a system.
Layers
A system is structured into layers so that each layer provides a set of services to the layer above and uses the services of the layer below. Pipes and filters A complex task is divided into several sequential sub-tasks, each of which is implemented by a separate independent component, a filter, which handles only this task. Blackboard A complex task is divided into smaller sub-tasks for which deterministic solutions are known. The Blackboard uses the results of its clients for heuristic computation and step-wise improvement of the solution. A control component monitors the blackboard and coordinates the clients.
Table A2
Common tactics (from Bass et al., 2003) .
Tactic (associated QA) Description
Ping-Echo (reliability) One component issues a ping and expects to receive back an echo, within a predefined time, from the component under scrutiny.
Introduce concurrency (performance)
Process requests in parallel by creating additional threads to process different sets of activities.
Authenticate users (security)
Ensure that a user or remote computer is actually who it purports to be through passwords, etc. Checkpoint/rollback (reliability)
If a system fails with a detectably inconsistent state, restore it using a previous checkpoint of a consistent state.
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